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Abstract
This paper presents a framework of iterative algorithms for the variational inequality problem over the
Cartesian product of the intersections of the ﬁxed point sets of nonexpansive mappings in real Hilbert
spaces. Strong convergence theorems are established under a certain contraction assumption with respect to
the weighted maximum norm. The proposed framework produces as a simplest example the hybrid steepest
descent method, which has been developed for solving the monotone variational inequality problem over the
intersection of the ﬁxed point sets of nonexpansive mappings. An application to a generalized power control
problem and numerical examples are demonstrated.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background and motivation
Given a closed convex set C of a real Hilbert space (H, 〈·, ·〉) and a mapping F : C → H, the
variational inequality problem [15,1,12,29,30] is to ﬁnd a pointx∗ ∈ C such that 〈x−x∗,Fx∗〉0
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for all x ∈ C, which is denoted by VI(C,F). So far, this problem has been studied under a variety
of settings, for example, the following:
(a) C is a Cartesian product and F is not monotone but such that for some  > 0 the mapping
I − F : C → H is block-contractive (see the next subsection), where I is the identity
mapping of H [18,6,7].
(b) C is not a Cartesian product but the intersection of the ﬁxed point sets of nonexpansive
mappings in H and F is strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous [24,23].
The problem under the setting (a) includes important problems in network engineering, such as
trafﬁc assignment problem [6,7] and power control problem [21] (see also Section 4). For the
setting (a), Pang [18] and Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [6,7] developed parallel algorithms by using
the metric projection PC of H onto C. However, in practice, it may be hard or expensive to
compute PC because the closed form expression of PC is rarely known. On the other hand, to
solve VI(C,F) under the setting (b), Yamada [24] developed a remarkably simple algorithm
named the hybrid steepest descent method by extending ideas in Yamada et al. [27,28] and
Deutsch and Yamada [11]. The hybrid steepest descent method enables us to solve VI(C,F) by
using computable nonexpansive mappings instead of PC ; see for example of such nonexpansive
mappings [8,2–4,10,24] and references therein. (On further extensions of thismethod, see [26,25];
and on extensions combined with viscosity approximation methods [16], see [14].) However, the
setting (b) does not cover the condition of F in (a). Motivated by the ideas specially developed
for (a) and (b), we consider the case where C is the Cartesian product of the intersections of the
ﬁxed point sets of nonexpansive mappings and whereF satisﬁes the contraction condition in (a).
1.2. Problem formulation and goal
Let N and R denote the sets of all nonnegative integers and real numbers, respectively. For
each i = 1, 2, . . . , m, let Hi be a real Hilbert space with an inner product 〈·, ·〉i and its induced
norm ‖·‖i . LetH be the product space of Hi (i = 1, 2, . . . , m), that is,
H := H1 ×H2 × · · · ×Hm :=
m∏
i=1
Hi .
The inner product 〈〈·, ·〉〉 is deﬁned onH by
〈〈x, y〉〉 :=
m∑
i=1
〈xi, yi〉i for all x = (x1, . . . , xm), y = (y1, . . . , ym) ∈H.
Then, the inner product space (H, 〈〈·, ·〉〉) becomes a real Hilbert space. The induced norm on
(H, 〈〈·, ·〉〉) is denoted by |||·|||. We introduce as the second norm on H the weighted maximum
norm [6], which is deﬁned as follows:
‖x‖∞ := max
1 im
‖xi‖i
wi
for all x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) ∈H,
where wi > 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are positive constants. Then, the normed space (H, ‖·‖∞)
becomes a real Banach space (see also Fact 2.1). Recall that a mapping T : H→H is said to be:
(a) nonexpansive if
|||Tx − Ty||| |||x − y||| for all x, y ∈H;
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(b) contractive if there exists  ∈ (0, 1) such that
|||Tx − Ty||||||x − y||| for all x, y ∈H;
(c) block-nonexpansive if
‖Tx − Ty‖∞‖x − y‖∞ for all x, y ∈H;
(d) block-contractive if there exists  ∈ (0, 1) such that
‖Tx − Ty‖∞‖x − y‖∞ for all x, y ∈H.
In the case of m = 1, the block-nonexpansivity (block-contractivity) and the nonexpansivity
(contractivity) are equivalent. For any mapping T : H → H, let Fix(T) := {x ∈ H | Tx = x}
denote the ﬁxed point set of T.
We consider the following variational inequality problem:
Problem 1.1. Let I:=⋃mi=1 ⋃pij=1 {(i, j)} be a set of index pairs. Given nonexpansive mappings
Ti,j : Hi → Hi ((i, j) ∈ I) satisfying
i :=
pi⋂
j=1
Fix(Ti,j ) 	= ∅ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m,
let  := ∏mi=1 i and let  ⊂ H be such that  ⊃ . Let F :  → H be such that for some
 > 0 the mapping I − F :  →H is block-contractive on , where I is the identity mapping
ofH. Then, ﬁnd a point x∗ ∈  such that
〈〈x − x∗, Fx∗〉〉0 for all x ∈ .
This problem is a generalization of the variational inequality problems considered in
[18,6,7,24,23]. For examples of F satisfying the condition in Problem 1.1, see Example 2.5.
Since it is in general hard to obtain a closed form solution of Problem 1.1, we need to develop
algorithms that successively approximate a solution of Problem 1.1. The main objective of the
paper is to present the following framework of iterative algorithms for Problem 1.1:
Algorithm 1. Given block-nonexpansive mappings Ti,j : H → H ((i, j) ∈ I) and an initial
point x0 ∈H, generate a sequence (xn)n∈N ofH by⎧⎨⎩
xn := (x1,n, x2,n, . . . , xm,n),
xi,n+1 := i (I − i,nF)Ti,[n]i xn,
[n]i := (nmod pi) + 1
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where (i,n)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are sequences of [0, ]
and i : H→ Hi is the canonical projection deﬁned as
i : H  (x1, x2, . . . , xm) → xi ∈ Hi for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Several algorithms are obtained from this framework in a uniﬁed way. We will show that
a sequence generated by Algorithm 1 converges strongly to the uniquely existing solution of
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Problem 1.1 under mild assumptions. In addition, we will demonstrate an application to a gener-
alized power control problem with numerical examples.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next section provides preliminaries on various
facts used in this paper. In the third section,we establish strong convergence theoremsofAlgorithm
1 and derive several algorithms from Algorithm 1. In the fourth section, we demonstrate an
application to a generalized power control problem with numerical examples. In the ﬁnal section,
we conclude the paper.
2. Preliminaries
We ﬁrst mention the equivalence between the norms |||·||| and ‖·‖∞.
Fact 2.1. The following inequality holds:
w‖x‖∞ |||x|||√mw‖x‖∞ for all x ∈H,
where w := min1 im wi and w := max1 im wi .
Proof. This fact is veriﬁed straightforward in a way similar to the ﬁnite-dimensional case. 
By convention, symbols → and ⇀ stand for strong and weak convergences, respectively. It
is well-known that a sequence (xn)n∈N of H converges strongly (weakly) to x ∈ H if and
only if all components of xn (n ∈ N) converge strongly (weakly) to respective components
of x. In addition, by Fact 2.1, xn → x if and only if xn converges to x in the weighted max-
imum norm. The following theorem will be used in the convergence analysis of the proposed
algorithm:
Fact 2.2 (Demiclosedness principle). Let C be a closed convex set of a real Hilbert spaceH and
T a nonexpansive mapping of C into H. Let (xn)n∈N be a sequence of C and x ∈ C. If xn ⇀ x
and xn − T xn → 0, then x ∈ Fix(T ).
Proof. See for example [17, Lemma 2; 3, Fact 1.2]. 
Recall that, for any nonempty closed convex set C ⊂ H, the metric projection PC of H
onto C maps a point x ∈ H to its unique nearest point in C, that is, PC satisﬁes PCx ∈ C and
|||x − PCx||| = infy∈C |||x − y|||. It is well-known that PC is nonexpansive and Fix(PC) = C.
Moreover, PC satisﬁes the following:
Fact 2.3. Let PC be the metric projection of H onto a nonempty closed convex set C ⊂ H.
Then, the following hold:
(a) Let x ∈H and y ∈ C. Then, y = PCx if and only if 〈〈x − y, z − y〉〉0 for all z ∈ C.
(b) If C is a Cartesian product, then PC is block-nonexpansive.
Proof. (a) is well-known and (b) is veriﬁed straightforward from the deﬁnition of the weighted
maximum norm and the nonexpansivities of the projections. 
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The following proposition collects remarkable properties of the variational inequality problem:
Proposition 2.4. Let F be a mapping of a nonempty closed convex set C ⊂ H intoH. Let PC
be the metric projection ofH onto C and let  > 0. Then, the following holds:
(a) A point x∗ ∈ C is a solution of VI(C,F) if and only if x∗ is a ﬁxed point of the mapping
PC(I − F) : C → C.
In addition, if C is the Cartesian product of nonempty closed convex sets Ci ⊂ Hi (i =
1, 2, . . . , m), the following hold:
(b) A point x∗ = (x∗1 , x∗2 , . . . , x∗m) ∈ C is a solution of VI(C,F) if and only if 〈xi −x∗i , iFx∗〉i
0 for all xi ∈ Ci and i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
(c) If themapping I−F : C →H is block-contractive onC, then there exists the unique solution
of VI(C,F).
Proof. (a) Since  > 0, we can see that x∗ ∈ C is a solution of VI(C,F) if and only if
〈〈x − x∗, (I − F)x∗ − x∗〉〉0 for all x ∈ C.
Hence, by Fact 2.3(a) we have x∗ = PC(I − F)x∗. The property (b) is veriﬁed straightforward;
see for example [6, §3.5.5]. The property (c) is veriﬁed as follows: By Fact 2.3(b) and the block-
contractivity of I−F, themappingPC(I−F) : C → C is block-contractive onC. Therefore, the
Banach–Picard ﬁxed point theorem ensures that there exists the unique ﬁxed point of PC(I−F).
Hence, by (a), there exists the unique solution of VI(C,F). 
We now list a few examples of F satisfying the condition in Problem 1.1.
Example 2.5. (a) In the case of m = 1, ifF is -Lipschitz continuous and -strongly monotone,
then I − F is block-contractive (contractive) by choosing  ∈ (0, 2/2); see for example
[24,30].
(b) Let A be an m × m real-valued matrix, |A| the matrix whose components are the abso-
lute values of the corresponding components of A, and F = I − A. If the spectral radius, the
largest of the magnitudes of the eigenvalues, of |A| is less than 1, then I −F is block-contractive
on Rm for a suitable choice of the weights wi (i = 1, 2, . . . , m); see [6, §2.6.1].
Many other examples and generalizations are found for example in [6, §3.1.3].
Finally in this section, we mention the following fact, which will be used to design stepsizes
(i,n)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) in Algorithm 1:
Fact 2.6. The following (a) and (b) hold:
(a) Let (n)n∈N be a sequence of [0, 1]. Then, for an arbitrary n0 ∈ N,
n∑
k=n0
{
k
n∏
l=k+1
(1 − l )
}
1 for all nn0.
(b) Let (n)n∈N be a sequence of [0, 1) such that n → 0. Then,
∞∑
n=0
n = +∞ if and only if
∞∏
n=0
(1 − n) = 0.
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Proof. The property (a) is proven by induction [24]. The property (b) is well-known; see for
example [20]. 
3. Convergence analysis and examples of algorithm
In this section, we ﬁrst analyze convergence properties of Algorithm 1 and then derive several
algorithms.
3.1. Convergence analysis
To ensure strong convergences of sequences generated by Algorithm 1, we assume the
following:
Assumption 3.1. (a) It holds that  ⊂ Fix(Ti,j ) and iTi,j = Ti,ji for all (i, j) ∈ I, where 
and Ti,j ((i, j) ∈ I) are deﬁned in Problem 1.1 and Algorithm 1, respectively.
(b) The set  given in Problem 1.1 satisﬁes  ⊃ ⋃(i,j)∈I Ti,j (H), where Ti,j (H) := {Ti,jx ∈
H | x ∈H} denotes the range of Ti,j .
(c) The sets i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) deﬁned in Problem 1.1 satisfy
∅ 	= i = Fix(Ti,pi · · · Ti,2Ti,1)
= Fix(Ti,1Ti,pi · · · Ti,2) = · · · = Fix(Ti,pi−1 · · · Ti,1Ti,pi )
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Remark 3.2. (a) The block-nonexpansive mappings Ti,j : H → H ((i, j) ∈ I) used in Algo-
rithm 1 are not uniquely deﬁned from the conditions in Assumption 3.1(a) Several examples
of Ti,j are introduced in the next subsection.
(b) Assumption 3.1(b) is necessary to deﬁne Algorithm 1 because  is the domain of F.
(c) Nonexpansive mappings Ti,j : Hi → Hi ((i, j) ∈ I) satisfying Assumption 3.1(c) are very
common. For example, the condition is satisﬁed when Ti,j (j = 1, 2, . . . , pi) are attracting
nonexpansive, that is, ‖Ti,j xi − fi‖i < ‖xi − fi‖i for all xi /∈ Fix(Ti,j ), fi ∈ Fix(Ti,j ), and
j = 1, 2, . . . , pi , with i = ⋂pij=1 Fix(Ti,j ) 	= ∅; see for example [2–4,24] and references
therein.
In addition to Assumption 3.1, we impose certain conditions on all (i,n)n∈N. Two difference
conditions are used in main theorems (see Theorems 3.6 and 3.7). We ﬁrst prove three lemmas,
and then prove the theorems. The ﬁrst lemma is a generalization of the lemma introduced by Xu
and Kim [23, Lemma 2.1]:
Lemma 3.3. Let (si,n)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) be sequences of [0,∞) and sn := max1 im si,n
for all n ∈ N. Let (i,n)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) be sequences of [0, 1) such that limn→∞ i,n = 0
and
∑∞
n=0 i,n = +∞ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m and such that
∑∞
n=0(n − n) < +∞, where
n := min1 im i,n and n := max1 im i,n for all n ∈ N. Then, the following (a) and
(b) hold:
(a) For each i = 1, 2, . . . , m, let (	i,n)n∈N be a sequence of real numbers such that lim supn→∞
	i,n0. If
si,n+1(1 − i,n)sn + i,n	i,n for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m,
then si,n → 0 as n → ∞ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
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(b) For each i = 1, 2, . . . , m, let (
i,n)n∈N be a sequence of [0,∞) such that
∑∞
n=0 
i,n < +∞.
If
si,n+1(1 − i,n)sn + 
i,n for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m,
then si,n → 0 as n → ∞ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Proof. Note ﬁrst that by the conditions on (i,n)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) we have that n → 0 and∑∞
n=0 n =
∑∞
n=0 n −
∑∞
n=0(n − n) = +∞.
(a) Since lim supn→∞ 	i,n0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m, for every  > 0, there exists some n ∈ N
such that 	i,n <  for all nn and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Hence, by si,n0 and 0i,n < 1, we
have
sn+1 = max
1 im
si,n+1 max
1 im
{
(1 − i,n)sn + i,n	i,n
}
(1 − n)sn + n
= (1 − n)sn + n + (n − n)
for all nn. Hence, by induction on n and 0 < 1 − n1, we have
sn+1sn
n∏
k=n
(1 − k) + 
n∑
k=n
{
k
n∏
l=k+1
(1 − l )
}
+ 
n∑
k=n
(k − k)
for all nn. Applying Fact 2.6(a) and
∑∞
n=0 (n − n) < +∞, we have
sn+1sn
n∏
k=n
(1 − k) + 
{
1 +
∞∑
k=0
(k − k)
}
for all nn.
Since n → 0 and
∑∞
n=0 n = +∞, by taking the limit superior on n and applying Fact
2.6(b), we obtain
lim sup
n→∞
sn
{
1 +
∞∑
k=0
(k − k)
}
for all  > 0.
Hence, letting  → 0, we have by sn0 that sn → 0, that is, si,n → 0 as n → ∞ for all
i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
(b) Since 0i,n < 1 and 
i,n0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m, we have
sn+1 = max
1 im
si,n+1 max
1 im
{
(1 − i,n)sn + 
i,n
}
(1 − n)sn +
m∑
i=1

i,n
for all n ∈ N. Hence, by induction on n and 0 < 1 − n1, for every n0 ∈ N, we have
sn+1sn0
n∏
k=n0
(1 − k) +
m∑
i=1
n∑
k=n0

i,k for all nn0.
Since n → 0,
∑∞
n=0 n = +∞, and
∑∞
n=0 
i,n < +∞ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m, by taking
the limit superior on n and applying Fact 2.6(b), we obtain
lim sup
n→∞
sn
m∑
i=1
∞∑
k=n0

i,k < +∞ for all n0 ∈ N.
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Hence, letting n0 → ∞, we have sn → 0, that is, si,n → 0 as n → ∞ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
We have now proven the lemma. 
The next lemma will be repeatedly used in the proof of the theorems:
Lemma 3.4. Let F be a mapping of a nonempty set  ⊂ H intoH. Suppose that there exists
some  > 0 such that the mapping I − F :  → H is block-contractive on . Then, for some
 ∈ (0, 1/), the following inequality holds:
‖(I − 1F)x − (I − 2F)y‖∞(1 − 1)‖x − y‖∞ + |2 − 1| · ‖Fy‖∞
for all 1, 2 ∈ [0, ] and x, y ∈ .
Proof. Since I − F is block-contractive on , there exists some  ∈ (0, 1/) such that
‖(I − F)x − (I − F)x‖∞(1 − )‖x − y‖∞ for all x, y ∈ .
Hence, we have
‖(I − 1F)x − (I − 2F)y‖∞
=
∥∥∥∥1 {(I − F)x − (I − F)y}+
(
1 − 1

)
(x − y) + (2 − 1)Fy
∥∥∥∥∞
 1

‖(I − F)x − (I − F)y‖∞ +
(
1 − 1

)
‖x − y‖∞ + |2 − 1| · ‖Fy‖∞
 1

(1 − )‖x − y‖∞ +
(
1 − 1

)
‖x − y‖∞ + |2 − 1| · ‖Fy‖∞
= (1 − 1)‖x − y‖∞ + |2 − 1| · ‖Fy‖∞
for all 1, 2 ∈ [0, ] and x, y ∈ . 
The following lemma ensures the boundedness of sequences generated by Algorithm 1:
Lemma 3.5. Let Ti,n : H → H (n ∈ N, i = 1, 2, . . . , m) be block-nonexpansive mappings
such that
⋂m
i=1
⋂∞
n=0 Fix(Ti,n) 	= ∅. Let F be a mapping of  :=
⋃m
i=1
⋃∞
n=0 Ti,n(H) intoH
for which there exists some  > 0 such that the mapping I − F :  → H is block-contractive
on . With an arbitrary x0 ∈H, deﬁne a sequence (xn)n∈N ofH by{
xn := (x1,n, x2,n, . . . , xm,n),
xi,n+1 := i (I − i,nF)Ti,nxn,
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where (i,n)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are sequences of [0, ].
Then, (xn)n∈N and (FTi,nxn)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are bounded with respect to the norm |||·|||
and the weighted maximum norm ‖·‖∞.
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Proof. We ﬁrst show the boundedness of (xn)n∈N. Pick u = (u1, u2, . . . , um) ∈ ⋂mi=1 ⋂∞n=0
Fix(Ti,n) arbitrarily and let Gi,n := I − i,nF for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Then, using
 ∈ (0, 1/) as in Lemma 3.4 and the block-nonexpansivity of Ti,n, we have
1
wi
‖xi,n+1 − ui‖i = 1
wi
‖iGi,nTi,nxn − iu‖i max
1km
1
wk
‖kGi,nTi,nxn − ku‖k
= ‖Gi,nTi,nxn − u‖∞ = ‖Gi,nTi,nxn − Gi,nu − i,nFu‖∞
‖Gi,nTi,nxn − Gi,nu‖∞ + i,n‖Fu‖∞
(1 − i,n)‖Ti,nxn − u‖∞ + i,n‖Fu‖∞
(1 − i,n)‖xn − u‖∞ + (i,n)‖Fu‖∞

 max
{
‖xn − u‖∞, ‖Fu‖∞

}
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Taking the maximum over i = 1, 2, . . . , m on the left-hand
side, we have
‖xn+1 − u‖∞ max
{
‖xn − u‖∞, ‖Fu‖∞

}
for all n ∈ N.
Hence, by induction on n, we obtain
‖xn − u‖∞ max
{
‖x0 − u‖∞, ‖Fu‖∞

}
for all n ∈ N,
that is, (xn)n∈N is bounded with respect to the weighted maximum norm. By the equivalence of
the norms |||·||| and ‖·‖∞ (see Fact 2.1), (xn)n∈N is also bounded with respect to the norm |||·|||.
Next, we prove the boundedness of (FTi,nxn)n∈N. Since I − F is block-contractive on ,
there exists some  ∈ (0, 1) such that
‖(I − F)x − (I − F)y‖∞‖x − y‖∞ for all x, y ∈ .
Hence, by the triangular inequality and the block-nonexpansivity of Ti,n, we have
‖FTi,nxn −Fu‖∞ = ‖(I − F)Ti,nxn − (I − F)u − Ti,nxn + u‖∞
‖(I − F)Ti,nxn − (I − F)u‖∞ + ‖Ti,nxn − u‖∞
( + 1)‖Ti,nxn − u‖∞( + 1)‖xn − u‖∞
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Hence, by the boundedness of (xn)n∈N and the equivalence
of the norms |||·||| and ‖·‖∞ (see Fact 2.1), the sequences (FTi,nxn)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are
bounded with respect to the norms |||·||| and ‖·‖∞. 
We ﬁrst consider the following stepsize rule:
Theorem 3.6. Let Assumption 3.1 hold. Suppose that
(i,n)n∈N ⊂ [0, ], lim
n→∞ i,n = 0,
∞∑
n=0
i,n = +∞,
∞∑
n=0
|i,n − i,n+pi | < +∞
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m and that
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∞∑
n=0
(
n − n
)
< +∞, where n := max
1 im
i,n and n := min1 im i,n
for all n ∈ N. Then, with an arbitrary x0 ∈ H, Algorithm 1 generates a sequence (xn)n∈N
converging strongly to the uniquely existing solution of VI(,F).
Proof. We ﬁrst prove the unique existence of the solution. Since all Fix(Ti,j ) are closed convex
in Hi , so are all i . Therefore, Proposition 2.4(c) ensures the unique existence of the solu-
tion, say x∗ := (x∗1 , x∗2 , . . . , x∗m) ∈ , of VI(,F). Note that it follows from  ⊂ Fix(Ti,j )
(see Assumption 3.1(a)) that x∗ = Ti,jx∗ for all (i, j) ∈ I.
Throughout the proof, let  ∈ (0, 1/) be a constant as in Lemma 3.4 and Gi,n := I − i,nF
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Substituting ui = xi,n+1 − x∗i and vi = −i,niFx∗ into
‖ui‖2i ‖ui − vi‖2i + 2〈ui, vi〉i for all ui, vi ∈ Hi and i = 1, 2, . . . , m,
we have
‖xi,n+1 − x∗i ‖2i ‖xi,n+1 − iGi,nx∗‖2i + 2i,n〈xi,n+1 − x∗i , −iFx∗〉i
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Here, by Lemma 3.4, x∗ = Ti,jx∗, the block-nonexpansivity
of Ti,j , and 0 < 1 − i,n1, the ﬁrst term of the right-hand side of the above inequality is
bounded as follows:
1
w2i
‖xi,n+1 − iGi,nx∗‖2i =
1
w2i
‖iGi,nTi,[n]i xn − iGi,nx∗‖2i

(
max
1km
1
wk
‖kGi,nTi,[n]i xn − kGi,nx∗‖k
)2
= ‖Gi,nTi,[n]i xn − Gi,nx∗‖2∞(1 − i,n)2‖Ti,[n]i xn − x∗‖2∞
(1 − i,n)‖xn − x∗‖2∞
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Hence, we have
1
w2i
‖xi,n+1 − x∗i ‖2i (1 − i,n)‖xn − x∗‖2∞ +
2i,n
w2i
〈xi,n+1 − x∗i , −iFx∗〉i
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Therefore, in view of Lemma 3.3(a), if
lim sup
n→∞
〈xi,n − x∗i , −iFx∗〉i0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m, (1)
then we can conclude that ‖xi,n − x∗i ‖2i /w2i → 0 as n → ∞ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m, that is,
xn → x∗. In what follows, we ﬁrst prove two claims, and then prove (1).
Claim 1. We have ‖xi,n+pi − xi,n‖i → 0 as n → ∞ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
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By the fact that [n + pi]i = [n]i , Lemma 3.4, and the block-nonexpansivity of Ti,j ,
we have
1
wi
‖xi,n+pi+1 − xi,n+1‖i
= 1
wi
‖iGi,n+pi Ti,[n+pi ]i xn+pi − iGi,nTi,[n]i xn‖i
= 1
wi
‖iGi,n+pi Ti,[n]i xn+pi − iGi,nTi,[n]i xn‖i
 max
1km
1
wk
‖kGi,n+pi Ti,[n]i xn+pi − kGi,nTi,[n]i xn‖k
= ‖Gi,n+pi Ti,[n]i xn+pi − Gi,nTi,[n]i xn‖∞
(1 − i,n+pi )‖Ti,[n]i xn+pi − Ti,[n]i xn‖∞ + |i,n − i,n+pi | · ‖FTi,[n]i xn‖∞
(1 − i,n+pi )‖xn+pi − xn‖∞ + |i,n − i,n+pi | · ‖FTi,[n]i xn‖∞
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Since by Lemma 3.5 (FTi,[n]i xn)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are
bounded with respect to the weighted maximum norm, we obtain
1
wi
‖xi,n+pi+1 − xi,n+1‖i(1 − i,n+pi )‖xn+pi − xn‖∞ + M|i,n − i,n+pi | (2)
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where M0 is a constant such that
‖FTi,[n]i xn‖∞M for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. (3)
From (2) and Lemma 3.4(b), it follows that ‖xi,n+pi − xi,n‖i/wi → 0 as n → ∞ for all i =
1, 2, . . . , m.
Claim 2. Let Uni,0 := Ii and Uni,j := Ti,[n−1]i Ti,[n−2]i · · · Ti,[n−j ]i for all n ∈ N and (i, j) ∈ I,
where Ii is the identity mapping of Hi . Then, ‖xi,n − Un+pii,pi xi,n‖i → 0 as n → ∞ for all
i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Since the assumption iTi,j = Ti,ji implies Ti,j xi,n = iTi,jxn, we have by (3) that
‖xi,n+1 − Ti,[n]i xi,n‖i = ‖i (I − i,nF)Ti,[n]i xn − iTi,[n]i xn‖i
= i,n‖iFTi,[n]i xn‖i = i,nwi ·
1
wi
‖iFTi,[n]i xn‖i
i,nwi max
1km
1
wk
‖kFTi,[n]i xn‖k
= i,nwi‖FTi,[n]i xn‖∞i,nwiM
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for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Hence, we have by the nonexpansivity of Ti,j and i,n → 0
that ∥∥xi,n − Uni,pi xi,n−pi∥∥i =
∥∥∥∥ pi∑
j=1
{
Uni,j−1xi,n−j+1 − Uni,j xi,n−j
}∥∥∥∥
i

pi∑
j=1
‖Uni,j−1xi,n−j+1 − Uni,j xi,n−j‖i

pi∑
j=1
‖xi,n−j+1 − Ti,[n−j ]i xi,n−j‖i

pi∑
j=1
i,n−jwiM → 0 as n → ∞
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m, that is, ‖xi,n+pi − Un+pii,pi xi,n‖i → 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Therefore,
by Claim 1, we obtain∥∥xi,n − Un+pii,pi xi,n∥∥i‖xi,n − xi,n+pi‖i + ∥∥xi,n+pi − Un+pii,pi xi,n∥∥i → 0 as n → ∞
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m. We have now proven Claim 2.
We are now ready to prove (1). We denote by (ni,k)k∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) indices of sub-
sequences of (xi,n)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m), respectively. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , m, we pick a
subsequence (xi,ni,k )k∈N of (xi,n)n∈N so that
lim
k→∞〈xi,ni,k − x
∗
i , −iFx∗〉i = lim sup
n→∞
〈xi,n − x∗i , −iFx∗〉i .
Since by Lemma 3.5 (xi,ni,k )k∈N is bounded with respect to the norm ||| · |||, it contains a sub-
sequence converging weakly to some zi ∈ Hi . Moreover, since pi is ﬁnite, there exists some
li ∈ {1, 2, . . . , pi} such that [ni,k]i = li for inﬁnitely many k ∈ N. Hence, by passing to a further
subsequence if necessary, we may assume that xi,ni,k ⇀ zi as k → ∞ and [ni,k]i = li for all
k ∈ N. Now, let
Ui := Ti,[li+pi−1]i Ti,[li+pi−2]i · · · Ti,[li ]i for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Note that, by Assumption 3.1(c), we have Fix(Ui) = i for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Since [ni,k]i = li
for all k ∈ N, it follows that Ui = Uni,k+pii,pi for all k ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where Uni,j is
deﬁned in Claim 2. Hence, by Claim 2, we have
‖xi,ni,k − Uixi,ni,k‖i = ‖xi,ni,k − Uni,k+pii,pi xi,ni,k‖i → 0 as k → ∞
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Therefore, byFact 2.2,we have zi ∈ Fix(Ui) = i for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Finally, using Proposition 2.4(b), we obtain
lim sup
n→∞
〈xi,n − x∗i , −iFx∗〉i = lim
k→∞〈xi,ni,k − x
∗
i , −iFx∗〉i
= −〈zi − x∗i , iFx∗〉i0
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m, that is, (1) holds. We have now proven the theorem. 
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Next, we consider the following stepsize rule:
Theorem 3.7. Let Assumption 3.1 hold. Suppose that
(i,n)n∈N ⊂ (0, ], lim
n→∞ i,n = 0,
∞∑
n=0
i,n = +∞, lim
n→∞
i,n
i,n+pi
= 1
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m and that
∞∑
n=0
(
n − n
)
< +∞, where n := max
1 im
i,n and n := min1 im i,n
for all n ∈ N. Then, with an arbitrary x0 ∈ H, Algorithm 1 generates a sequence (xn)n∈N
converging strongly to the uniquely existing solution of VI(,F).
Proof. The proof is almost same as that of Theorem 3.6. The difference is how to prove Claim
1: ‖xi,n+pi − xi,n‖i → 0 as n → ∞ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m. In the same way as the proof of
Theorem 3.6, we arrive at (2):
1
wi
‖xi,n+pi+1 − xi,n+1‖i(1 − i,n+pi )‖xn+pi − xn‖∞ + M|i,n − i,n+pi |
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. By i,n > 0, this inequality is rewritten as follows:
1
wi
‖xi,n+pi+1 − xi,n+1‖i(1 − i,n+pi )‖xn+pi − xn‖∞ + (i,n+pi )
M

∣∣∣∣ i,ni,n+pi − 1
∣∣∣∣
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Hence, by Lemma 3.3(a), we have that ‖xi,n+pi − xi,n‖i → 0
as n → ∞ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m. The rest of the proof is same as that of Theorem 3.6. 
Remark 3.8. (a) For example, i,n = 1/(n + 1)a with a ∈ (0, 1] (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) satisfy the
stepsize conditions in Theorems 3.6 and 3.7. In general, the stepsize conditions in Theorems 3.6
and 3.7 are not equivalent; see [22] for details. Needless to say, zero is included in Theorem 3.6
but excluded in Theorem 3.7.
(b) Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 use (i,n)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) satisfying i,n. However, even
if this condition is violated, the strong convergence still holds; because the condition i,n → 0
ensures that for a sufﬁciently large N ∈ N the sequence (i,n)n∈N satisﬁes i,n for all nN .
This implies that an explicit value of  is unneeded.
(c) As the spacial case of m = 1, Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 include strong convergence theo-
rems of the hybrid steepest descent method in [24,23], respectively; see [24, Theorem 3.3; 23,
Theorem 3.2].
(d) Although it might be hard to accurately implement the diminishing stepsize i,n → 0, the
simple form of Algorithm 1 provides us with computationally efﬁcient algorithms favorable in
many applications, for example, generalized power control problem; see Section 4. On the other
hand, it should be noted that several efﬁcient methods not requiring diminishing stepsize were
developed to solve a kind of Problem 1.1 [5,9]. These methods have been applied successfully in,
for example, quadratic signal recovery problems [9].
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3.2. Examples of algorithms
In this subsection, we derive several algorithms for Problem 1.1 from Theorems 3.6
and 3.7.
Corollary 3.9. Let Assumption 3.1(c) hold. Let F be a mapping of H into H for which there
exists some  > 0 such that the mapping I−F : H→H is block-contractive.With an arbitrary
x0 ∈H, deﬁne a sequence (xn)n∈N ofH by⎧⎨⎩
xn := (x1,n, x2,n, . . . , xm,n),
xi,n+1 := Ti,[n]i xi,n − i,niF(x1,n, . . . , xi−1,n, Ti,[n]i xi,n, xi+1,n, . . . , xm,n),
[n]i := (nmod pi) + 1
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where (i,n)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are sequences satisfying
either of the conditions in Theorem 3.6 or 3.7. Then, (xn)n0 converges strongly to the uniquely
existing solution of VI(,F).
Proof. In Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, let
Ti,j : (x1, x2, . . . , xm) → (x1, . . . , xi−1, Ti,j xi, xi+1, . . . , xm)
for all (x1, x2, . . . , xm) ∈H and (i, j) ∈ I. 
The following two algorithms are derived when all pi (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are same:
Corollary 3.10. Let pi := p for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m and Assumption 3.1(c) hold. Let F be a
mapping of  := ∏mi=1 ⋃pj=1 Ti,j (Hi ) intoH for which there exists some  > 0 such that the
mapping I−F :  →H is block-contractive on.With an arbitrary x0 ∈H, deﬁne a sequence
(xn)n∈N ofH by⎧⎨⎩
xn := (x1,n, x2,n, . . . , xm,n),
xi,n+1 := Ti,[n]xi,n − i,niF
(
T1,[n]x1,n, T2,[n]x2,n, . . . , Tm,[n]xm,n
)
,
[n] := (nmod p) + 1
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where (i,n)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are sequences satisfying
either of the conditions in Theorem 3.6 or 3.7. Then, (xn)n∈N converges strongly to the uniquely
existing solution of VI(,F).
Proof. In Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, let pi = p for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m and let Ti,j := Tj for all
(i, j) ∈ I, where
Tj : (x1, x2, . . . , xm) → (T1,j x1, T2,j x2, . . . , Tm,j xm) (4)
for all (x1, x2, . . . , xm) ∈H and j = 1, 2, . . . , p. 
Corollary 3.11. Let pi := p for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m and Assumption 3.1(c) hold. Let F be a
mapping of  := ∏mi=1 ⋃pj=1 Ti,j (Hi ) intoH for which there exists some  > 0 such that the
mapping I−F :  →H is block-contractive on .With an arbitrary x0 ∈ , deﬁne a sequence
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(xn)n∈N of  by⎧⎨⎩
xn := (x1,n, x2,n, . . . , xm,n),
xi,n+1 := Ti,[n](xi,n − i,niFxn),
[n] := (nmod p) + 1
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where (i,n)n∈N (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) are sequences satisfying
either of the conditions in Theorem 3.6 or 3.7. Then, (xn)n∈N converges strongly to the uniquely
existing solution of VI(,F).
Proof. Let x∗ ∈  be the unique solution of VI(,F). Using the block-nonexpansive mappings
Tj : H→H (j = 1, 2, . . . , p) deﬁned in (4), we deﬁne the sequence (yn)n∈N ofH by{ yn := (y1,n, y2,n, . . . , ym,n),
yi,n+1 := Ti,[n]yi,n − i,n+1iFT[n]yn,
where y0 ∈ H is arbitrary. Then, by Corollary 3.10, we have that yn → x∗ as n → ∞. Now, by
the nonexpansivity of Ti,j and Lemma 3.4, we have
1
wi
‖Ti,[n+1]yi,n+1 − xi,n+2‖i
= 1
wi
‖Ti,[n+1]i (I − i,n+1F)T[n]yn − Ti,[n+1]i (I − i,n+1F)xn+1‖i
 1
wi
‖i (I − i,n+1F)T[n]yn − i (I − i,n+1F)xn+1‖i
 max
1km
1
wk
‖k(I − i,n+1F)T[n]yn − k(I − i,n+1F)xn+1‖k
= ‖(I − i,n+1F)T[n]yn − (I − i,n+1F)xn+1‖∞
(1 − i,n+1)‖T[n]yn − xn+1‖∞
for all n ∈ N and i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where  ∈ (0, 1/) is a constant as in Lemma 3.4. Therefore,
by Lemma 3.3(a), we have ‖T[n]yn − xn+1‖∞ → 0 as n → ∞. Hence, noting that x∗ = T[n]x∗
(n ∈ N) and yn → x∗, we obtain
‖xn+1 − x∗‖∞‖xn+1 − T[n]yn‖∞ + ‖T[n]yn − x∗‖∞
‖xn+1 − T[n]yn‖∞ + ‖yn − x∗‖∞ → 0 as n → ∞,
that is, xn → x∗. 
4. Application to generalized power control problem
In this section, we consider a generalized power control problem as an application of the
proposed algorithms. To state the problem, we need a few more notation and deﬁnitions.
Let 0 denote the zero inH and  a partial order onH satisfying the following:
(a) For any x, y, z ∈H, if xy then x + zy + z.
(b) For any 0 and x, y ∈H, if xy then xy.
By convention, yx stands for xy. A point x ∈H is said to be nonnegative if x0. Note that,
by (a), xy if and only if y − x is nonnegative. A mapping T : H→H is said to be nonnegative
if Tx ∈H is nonnegative for every nonnegative x ∈H. (For example, in ﬁnite-dimensional case,
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anonnegativematrix is nonnegativemapping if the partial order  is deﬁned as the componentwise
inequality.) A subset X ⊂H is said to be nonnegative if all points in X are nonnegative. For any
a, b ∈H satisfying ab, we deﬁne [a, b] := {x ∈H | axb}. A function f : H→ R is said
to be monotone increasing if xy and x 	= y imply f (x) < f (y).
4.1. Generalized power control problem
Wenowconsider a generalizationof power control problems considered in numerous literatures;
see for example [13,19,21] and references therein. Let us consider a wireless network with m base
stations (BSs). The i-th BS is capable of transmitting (vector-valued) signal with (vector-valued)
power xi in a physical constraint Ci ⊂ Hi . Therefore, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) must belong to
C := ∏mi=1 Ci . Examples of the set C are the nonnegative orthant {x ∈H | x0} [19] and a box[0, x] (x0) [13,21]. It is known that, to ensure sufﬁcient level of quality of service, the power
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) must satisfy xAx + b for some nonnegative linear operator A : H→H
and nonnegative point b ∈ H [13,19,21]. The objective of the generalized power control is to
minimize some monotone increasing function under such conditions. The problem is formulated
as follows:
Problem 4.1 (Generalized power control problem). Let f : H → R be a monotone increasing
function. Let A : H → H be a nonnegative linear operator and b ∈ H a nonnegative point.
Let Ci ⊂ Hi (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) be nonempty closed convex sets such that C := ∏mi=1 Ci is
nonnegative. Then,
minimize f (x)
subject to xAx + b and x ∈ C.
This problem is a generalization of power control problems considered in [13,19,21], where the
total transmission power is used as f (see numerical examples in the next subsection). In practice,
the following is naturally assumed; see for details [13,19,21] and references therein.
Assumption 4.2. (a) The linear operator A : H → H is block-contractive under the suitable
choice of the weights wi (i = 1, 2, . . . , m).
(b) For all a ∈ C, it holds that [0, a] ⊂ C.
In general, Problem 4.1 is a non-convex optimization problem. However, fortunately, we can
connect Problem 4.1 and the variational inequality problem as follows:
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that Assumption 4.2 holds. Deﬁne a mapping F : H → H by Fx =
(I − A)x − b for all x ∈H. Then, the following hold:
(a) The mapping I −F : H→H is block-contractive.
(b) If x∗ ∈ C is a solution of Problem 4.1, then x∗ is a solution of VI(C,F).
(c) There exists the unique solution of VI(C,F).
Proof. (a) follows immediately from the block-contractivity of A. To prove (b), we ﬁrst show
that a point x˜ := (x∗ + Ax∗ + b)/2 is a feasible solution of Problem 4.1. Since A, b, and x∗ are
nonnegative and x∗Ax∗ + b, we have
0 x˜ = x
∗ + Ax∗ + b
2
 x
∗ + x∗
2
= x∗, (5)
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Table 1
Algorithms for the power control problem
Pre-TKB xi,n+1 = TKBxi,n − niF(x1,n, . . . , xi−1,n, TKBxi,n, xi+1,n, . . . , x10,n)
Pre-T1/2 xi,n+1 = T1/2xi,n − niF(x1,n, . . . , xi−1,n, T1/2xi,n, xi+1,n, . . . , x10,n)
Post-TKB xi,n+1 = TKB
(
xi,n − niF(x1,n, x2,n, . . . , x10,n))
Post-T1/2 xi,n+1 = T1/2
(
xi,n − niF(x1,n, x2,n, . . . , x10,n))
(n)n 1 n = 1n , n = 1√n , n = 1 (n0)
Pre-TKB and Pre-T1/2 are derived from Corollary 3.9. On the other hand, Post-TKB and Post-T1/2 are derived from
Corollary 3.11. These algorithms are demonstrated with three stepsizes, one of which does not satisfy the conditions in
Theorems 3.6 and 3.7.
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Fig. 1. Results for n = 1/n.
or x∗ − x˜0. Hence, by the nonnegativity of A, we have A(x∗ − x˜)0, or A˜xAx∗. Therefore,
using x∗Ax∗ + b again, we obtain
x˜ = x
∗ + Ax∗ + b
2
Ax∗ + bA˜x + b.
Also, by (5) and Assumption 4.2(b), we have x˜ ∈ [0, x∗] ⊂ C. Thus, x˜ is a feasible solution
of Problem 4.1. Now, assuming that x˜ 	= x∗, we have by (5) and the monotonicity of f that
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f (˜x) < f (x∗). This contradicts the optimality of x∗. Hence, x˜ = x∗, or x∗ = Ax∗ + b. Moreover,
since x∗ ∈ C, we have
x∗ = PCx∗ = PC(Ax∗ + b) = PC(I −F)x∗.
Therefore, by Proposition 2.4(a), x∗ is a solution of VI(C,F). The property (c) immediately
follows from (a) and Proposition 2.4(c). 
Remark 4.4. According to Proposition 4.3, we can see that when Problem 4.1 is feasible, the
unique solution ofVI(C,F) is that of Problem4.1.Moreover, evenwhenProblem4.1 is infeasible,
the solution of VI(C,F) always exists (under Assumption 4.2). Thus, it is reasonable to solve
VI(C,F) instead of Problem 4.1.
4.2. Numerical examples
Let us now demonstrate numerical examples. We consider the following scenario: There are
m = 10 BSs equipped with the following capabilities:
• The capacity of each BS is 10 users. Namely, the i-th BS controls a power vector xi in the
10-dimensional Euclidean space (R10, 〈·, ·〉).
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• Maximum transmission power for each user is limited to 1. Namely, xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 10)must
belong to the box B := [0, 1]10.
• Total transmission power at each BS is limited to 5. Namely, xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 10) must belong
to the halfspace K := {x ∈ R10 | 〈x, u〉5}, where u = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ R10.
Thus, we need to ﬁnd a vector in C := ∏10i=1 (B ∩ K) (note that B ∩ K 	= ∅). To the best
of our knowledge, this constraint is new and no algorithm has been proposed to solve Problem
4.1 under this setting. A 100 × 100 nonnegative matrix A and a 100-dimensional nonnegative
vector b are randomly generated on the model of [19,21] (see [6] on how to check the block-
contractivity of A).
To apply the proposed algorithms, we need to construct nonexpansive mappings whose ﬁxed
point sets are B ∩K . Let PB and PK be the metric projections of R10 onto B and K, respectively.
Using these mappings, we deﬁne
TKB := PKPB and T1/2 := 12PB + 12PK.
It is well-known that these mappings are nonexpansive and their ﬁxed point sets areB∩K; see for
example [8,2–4,10,24]. Also, by Proposition 4.3(a), stepsizes are allowed to be chosen from [0, 1].
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In this example, we demonstrate four algorithms with three stepsizes, which are summarized in
Table 1 (note: the iteration number n starts from 1). Let us omit results of algorithms derived
from Corollary 3.10 because we observed that their behavior were similar to those of Pre-TKB
and Pre-T1/2. An initial point x1 ∈ R100 is set to x1 = (0.5, 0.5, . . . , 0.5) ∈ C, which means that
every BS consumes the maximum total transmission power.
To verify convergences of the algorithms, we use the following four criteria:
(a) Inequality dissatisfaction:
fineq(xn) := max
{
−min
x∈C
〈〈x − xn,Fxn〉〉, 0
}
.
(b) Constraint dissatisfaction:
fcon(xn) :=
√√√√ 10∑
i=1
‖xi,n − PBxi,n‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
d(xn,
∏10
i=1 B)
+
√√√√ 10∑
i=1
‖xi,n − PKxi,n‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
d(xn,
∏10
i=1 K)
.
(c) VI dissatisfaction: fVI(xn) := fineq(xn) + fcon(xn).
(d) Power consumption: fpow(xn) := 〈〈xn,u〉〉, where u = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ R100.
Note that fVI(xn) = 0 if and only if xn is the unique solution of VI(C,F).
Figs. 1, 2, and 3 show results for n = 1/n, n = 1/√n, and n = 1, respectively. From these
ﬁgures, we can observe the following:
• Post-TKB always satisﬁes the constraint C. Because TKB is not projection but it satisﬁes
TKB(R
10) = B ∩ K . In addition, Post-TKB works well for n = 1 although this stepsize
does not satisfy n → 0. (An analysis of this behavior will appear elsewhere.)
• When n decreases slowly, fineq decreases fast but fcon does slowly. Conversely, when n
decreases fast, fcon decreases fast but fineq does slowly.
• Every algorithm successfully reduces the power consumption.
• Every algorithm successfully approximates the solution of VI(C,F). In particular, we can see
that n = 1/√n is the best among the three stepsizes in terms of the criterion fVI.
Let us close this section with the following remark:
Remark 4.5. In practice, the constraint C must be satisﬁed because this is a physical constraint.
Therefore, Post-TKB is the best one among the four algorithms.
5. Conclusions
We have presented the framework of algorithmic solutions for the variational inequality
problem over the Cartesian product of the intersections of the ﬁxed point sets of nonexpan-
sive mappings in real Hilbert spaces. The strong convergence theorems of the proposed frame-
work have been established and several algorithms have been derived from the framework. An
application to the generalized power control problem has been demonstrated with numerical
examples.
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